
BACKGROUND
Maintenance of tissue features is essential for the  evaluation of the 
biological parameters of neoplasms, for diagnosis a nd for further 
immunohistochemical investigations and studies of m olecular biology.
The use of formalin at 4% has traditionally dominat ed all phases of the 
transportation process, of fixation and storage of surgical specimens.

In the last few years a new system allows transport ation of refrigerated 
(4°C) samples, that are put under-vacuum and not-fi xed: the systems is 
called Tissue-Safe ® (Milestone, Bergamo, Italy). T he advantage of this 
system is the elimination of part of the formalin r equired for the 
transportation/fixation of surgical specimens and i t  allows the control of 
the fixation time.

Unlike the majority of other pathological anatomy s ervices, at IEO over 
95% of surgical specimens are immediately transferr ed to the grossing 
table, sampled fresh and subsequently preserved in formalin, until 
completion of the diagnostic process.
In order to reduce the use of formalin, we wanted t o evaluate the state of 
preservation of tissues and, in particular, DNA and  RNA of specimens 
stored in refrigerator at 4°C with Tissue-safe ® sy stem.

CONCLUSIONS
1. This study confirms the validity of the Tissue-sa fe ® system for transportation as well as for a lim ited storage of surgical samples.
2. This system allows resampling after at least 3 da ys.
3. This system allows reduction of costs of acquisit ion of formalin and its disposal, as well as the ris ks arising from its use.

Evaluation of tissue preservation of materials stored 

at 4°C with Tissue-safe ® system after the examination 
and macroscopic sampling.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
DNA and RNA have been extracted from the three diff erent types of cancer 
(lung, breast and kidney), stored under vacuum with  Tissue Safe system 
and put in refrigerator at 4°C, in the third and ei ghth day, and compared 
with the corresponding cases processed according to  the routine 
procedure.
200 ng of DNA have been amplified for k-ras and sub sequently sequenced, 
while RNA after back-transcription, has been amplif ied for beta 
microglobulin in quantitative PCR.

DISCUSSION
This small study demonstrates the validity of the T issue-safe ® system for 
this additional application.
Besides confirming that this method does not imply any substantial 
modifications of morphology and immunohistochemical  results, as already 
confirmed by other authors, the system allows also an easy re-sampling, 
that occurs in approx 0.5% of the normal histologic al routine and the use of 
the "reserve" tissue for further investigation.

2) More interesting is the result of the analysis of R NA.
If you compare the amplification curves on the thir d day with those in the 
eighth and the routine case, you will notice signif icant differences, especially 
for lung and kidney.
Spectrophotometer control showed no differences; ho wever, the RNA 
extracted from the block on third day always amplif icates before the RNA of 
the routine block.
It was not possible to evaluate instead the RNA ext racted from the block on 
eighth day for lung and kidney, while for breast no  significant differences have 
been noticed.

RESULTS
1) DNA extraction showed no significant variation, for  all diseases, in the 
quality or in yield (third day, eighth day and rout ine). The amplified and the 
result of sequencing don't show significant variati ons.
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Amplification of k-ras of DNA extracted from tissue on third day and on eighth day, and in routine case 
compared to the three types of tumors anaylised (1: 3rd day, 2: 8th day, 3: routine)

Example of sequences compared of tissues (lung) on third day, on eighth day and in routine case
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